


CMS as a side project
Why it’s good to have self side project



Who am I?

Blog: http://fedojo.com

GitHub: https://github.com/fedojo

http://fedojo.com
https://github.com/fedojo




What is BZBeelder
- OpenSource CMS / framework (not yet fully published officially)
- HTML elements repository and website/template composer 
- Blog engine
- Foundation for other purposes 



Tech stack



Tech stack
- NodeJS / ExpressJS / Mongoose
- MongoDB
- Angular 5

Another project based on MEAN stack…
BLEH!





CMS?



What is CMS?



Who is using CMS?



Client?



Developer?



Story



Why next CMS?
- Ive been using Wordpress / Typo3 / Drupal (a bit)
- I need something “own”
- I need something more elastic 
- I need a tool which gives me opportunity to create projects based 

on previously created elements and repository of those elements



Pareto principle

Why next CMS? ...



80 / 20



90 / 10



From the beginning
- I’ve started from blog engine (about August 2017)
- Project was on hold for about 1 year 
- I came back to project in march 2018
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Main issues of building side projects

It’s hard to spend your free time to build it



Main issues of building side projects

You still want to rebuild it - not release it



Why it’s good to have side project
- You can test new tech stacks without “naysayers”  
- You can do what you want how you want and when you want 
- You can easily customize your project as you know how to 

extend it
- You can test new dev tools 



Process  
Tools 

 Evolution



Step #1
Beginning





Step #1 - Beggining
1. “Start small” - Ive started with 

very small idea which I thought 
will take me max 2 days

2. It didn’t … :) It took me 2 weeks 
3. I had a road map in my mind - 

not on paper



- Listen, you're a developer. Tell me, why do you incorrectly 
estimate the time to create a software so often?
- Imagine you have to unload a truck. How much time will it 
take?
- A few hours.
- It's Kamaz.
- 8 hours.
- Kamaz is loaded with sand.
- 12 hours
- You do not have tools, just hands.
- 2 days.
- Outside is -40 degrees.
- 4 days.
- Kamaz stands under water.
- It does not make sense, you are constantly changing 
conditions! 



Step #1 - Dry coding
- When I started I’ve been coding, coding, coding…
- No automated testing  / No Unit testing
- Just manual testing 



Issues #1
- I have no plan
- I have no deadline



Lesson #1
- Start coding!
- Create roadmap
- Make a plan
- Create deadline / deadlines



Step #2
Dividing project



Step #2 - The process evolution
- I’ve divided project into two separate repositories (FE, BE)
- FE was a monolite without modules
- BE was a monolite without modules 
- There were a lot of issues between FE and BE 

You can be BA, FE , BE, QA, User 
same time :) 





Lesson #2
- Divide project into smaller modules 

(problems)



Issues #2
- I had one repo now two - it 

means that I had one issue 
now I have two :)

- Issues in communication 
between BE / FE (funny 
thing when you are full 
stack)



Step #3
Modules, testing, linters 



Step #3 - Linting

- Initially - pain in the ass…
- Linting helps you to keep standard 

in your code



Step #3 - Testing
- Automatic testing of REST 

API
- Chai
- Chai-http

- Unit testing of basic 
functions

- Chai



Step #3 - Unit testing
- Because of unit tests which are covering manual part of 

work I could start extending software easily. 
- Tests are runned after each change
- Tests are runned before each commit and push



Step #3 - Modularisation
- BE was a divided into 

modules
- Each BE module has own 

- Model (MongoDB Schema)
- Router (Express router)
- Controller (Callbacks for router)
- Tests (Chai tests)

- Optionally each module 
has

- Helper
- Utils
- Graphql schema / Resolver / 

TypeDefs



Step #3 - Modularisation - router



Lesson #3
- Use linters / hinters - it helps you 

to find issues earlier
- Write tests - it makes your life 

easier
- Make smaller modules which are 

easier to maintain
- Create ‘core’ elements which will be 

used in your whole app



Issues #3
- Lot of code (still) in 

controllers which are 
looking almost the same



Step #4
Core helpers

Standardisation of Queries and Responses



Step #4 - Response helper
- Two functions 

- Success
- Error

- Helps to keep response format 
same everywhere 

But why haven’t you used Classes? :)



Step #4 - CRUD Helper
- Functions which helps me to 

control CRUD actions (for project 
itself and Unit testing)







Step #4 - Query helper
- Helps me to keep standard / 

consistent approach to queries

localhost/api/endpoint?limit=20&skip=15&sort=_id&fields=_id,name



Lesson #4
- Create ‘core’ code which will be 

used in your whole app and make 
your application consistent



Issues #4
- Tests are done but it’s not 

connected with GIT so who 
knows what can be in repo

- Tests are done but have I 
tested everything? (happy 
paths vs corner cases)

- Lot of code still in 
controllers which are 
looking almost the same



Step #5
DRY, GIT



Step #5 - Controller Helper 
- Universal controller for each 

MongoDB Schema
- It’s based on 

- CRUD Helper, 
- Response Helper, 
- Query Helper 

mentioned before



Step #5 - Controller Helper
Controller Helper

1. CRUD operations for standard types
2. Keeps Query and Response standard
3. CRUD controller standart 



Step #5 - Git
- Use GIT hooks
- It helps you make actions like linting / 

hinting / testing right before commiting 
and pushing code to repository

- Husky

https://github.com/typicode/husky

https://github.com/typicode/husky


Lesson #5
- DRY - watch your code and try to 

identify repeatable code
- Use GIT features (hooks)



Step #6
Templating



Step #6 - Template engine
- I’ve chosen PUG as a template 

engine
- PUG? WHY?



Step #6 - Template functions
- It helps to create template based 

on predefined functions
- Similar to WP functions like 

get_post(), get_posts(), get_header()



Step #6 - Code coverage
- Istanbul.js



Lesson #6
- Template engine makes your life 

easier not only in CMS engine
- Extend template this language with 

your functions
- Caching! 



How it works!



Front End - Define element 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YE0jSF_d6to


Front End - Define element with variables
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqF3aiz1O7I


Front End - Define element with variables

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mg0jQKoOYiA


Front End - Define group of elements

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xk_JwuSYcg0


Front End - Using CDNs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7Rerhpzw5A


Front End - Data grid

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ovUJrddNhE


Why it’s good 
to have 

own side project



Why it’s good to have side project
- You can still test new libs and fresh 

language features (especially when it’s 
such dynamic as JavaScript)

- Your visibility is rising and you can gather 
feedback about your code (even if it is 
bad feedback it’s better to have it earlier)

- If you have a bit of time you can sit to it 
and add more features

- It’s fully yours!



“The beautiful thing 
about learning 

is nobody can take it 
away from you “

B. B. King



"The best time to 
plant a tree was 20 

years ago. The 
second best time is 

now." 

Chinese Proverb



Questions time!



Thank you!

Blog:        http://fedojo.com
GitHub:   https://github.com/fedojo
Project:    https://github.com/fedojo/bzbeelder-be

http://fedojo.com
https://github.com/fedojo
https://github.com/fedojo/bzbeelder-be

